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From the perspective of a decision maker, achieving sustainable interoperability 
includes; discovery of changes to the system, learning and adapting to the new 
environment, analysis of the effects during the transient period and notification in 
what way the network should react in order to restore interoperability[1]. The 
metamodel and rule set presented in [2] can provide a basis for achieving 
sustainable interoperability. Based on models of the new system, it is possible to 
analyze the impact on the communication needs during the transient period. 
Furthermore, the automated interoperability prediction provide means to learn and 
adapt to the new system.  
 
This technical report describes the application of a modeling language for 
interopeabilty prediction [2] on a documented interoperability scenario The 
example originates from the GridWise Architecture Council, an organization that 
strives to enable interoperability in the current and future infrastructure for the 
electric power grid. The GridWise Interoperability Context-Setting Framework 
[3] describes several new potential market places in terms of future scenarios. In 
this article, one scenario will be used as an example. In the scenario, a new 
business case is presented, where intelligent devices for energy management, 
located at the customer, communicate with the local electricity-supplying utility. 
The energy management devices are used to optimize energy usage and, when the 
available energy is limited, prioritize among consumers. Such prioritization can be 
based on the customers’ contracts; some contracts may prioritize low cost while 
other contracts may require steady power supply, e.g. for uninterrupted medical 
care [3]. Such functionality is not a part of utilities current operations and can be 
seen as a change to the system from the perspective of sustainable 
interoperability. In the presented example, the local utility keeps updated models 
of its organization and environment. Using automated prediction on these models, 
it is possible to understand the effects of a changing market place and how to 
adapt to the new environment. 

1.1 Scenario description 

The model in Figure 4 depicts an extract of the considered GridWise scenario, 
covering the initialization of the energy management equipment at a customer and 
its registration with the utility. Here, only the ECE at the customer, the local 
utility, and the entities relevant for the communication between them are modeled.  
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Figure 4 A model of the scenario for communication between the ECE and the local utility 

 
Located in a residence, the energy controlling equipment (ECE) is responsible for 
optimizing the household consumption. As a part of its initial configuration, this 
device needs to register with the utility. In Figure 4, this is modeled as the 
Communication Need SetUpNewConnection, held by the Actor 
EnergyControllingEquipment and LocalUtility. As can be seen, the company 
Local Utility is modeled as one composite entity. This ability to model composite 
Actors and mix Actors of different granularity is due to the model abstraction 
feature as described in subsection 4.4 above. The two Actors communicate 
through a TwoWayWirelessMeshNetwork, which is modeled as an MPS. This 
MPS utilizes the TCP/IP protocol – modeled as a Language – for 
communication. According to the scenario description of GridWise [3], the 
LocalUtility uses the Language IEC61968, a standard for information exchanges 
between electrical distribution systems [4]. Furthermore, the ECE can use the 
Language IEC61968 DR (demand response), a subset of IEC61968, for 
communication. The Language TCP/IP is able to transport messages expressed 
in IEC61968 and thereby also the subset IEC61968 DR, modeled using the carrier 
relationship between these Languages. 
  
The TwoWayWirelessMeshNetwork is an MPS that needs addressing since it is 
based on TCP/IP and there could be several ECEs located at different customers, 
all with individual Addresses. These Addresses are IP addresses and are thus 
expressed in a Language we denote IPAddressLanguage. The knowledge of the 
address is represented using the knownAddress relationship between the Actor 
ECE and the Address of the LocalUtility.  
 
Recall that Communication Needs are expressed in terms of Reference 
Languages, and the main requirement on Reference Languages is that they 
are able to express the Communication Need’s universe of discourse. That is, in 
these languages, one should be able to determine whether the Communication 
Need is in fact satisfied. The Communication Need SetUpNewConnection is 
expressed in the Reference Language LocalUtilityInformationModel. This is a 
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proprietary information model of the Local Utility, capable of describing the 
universe of discourse for the Local Utility’s operations. Furthermore, the 
LocalUtilityInformationModel is expressed using XML, thus allowing it to act as 
the communication format of applications, particularly the in-house developed 
applications at the Local Utility. The Communication Need is considered 
satisfied when the database at the Local Utility, who’s content is defined based on 
the LocalUtilityInformationModel, is updated with content and relationships 
according to the information model, i.e. successful information exchange is 
defined in LocalUtilityInformationModel. Furthermore, The Language IEC61968 
is a superLanguage to LocalUtilityInformationModel, i.e. it is possible to express 
the constructs of the latter in the former Language.  
 
 

 
Figure 5 A detailed view of the refinement of the Actor EnergyControllingEquipment 

 

1.2 Scenario refinement 

One of the characteristics of the formalism presented in this paper is that it allows 
the refinements of models. The ECE is refined in Figure 5 to show how the initial 
model could be enhanced with a more detailed description. The 
EnergyControllingEquipment consists of two Actors: an EnergyMeter, and an 
EnergyManager. In the described scenario, customer-specific information is 
relayed from the energy meter, through the energy manager and to the local 
utility. 
 
The energy manager is the central component of the ECE that optimizes the 
energy consumption. It communicates with the energy meter using ZigBee, i.e. 
uses the MPS ZigBeeLink. ZigBee communication is based on the Language 
IEEE802.15.4. The Language IEC61968 DR, used by both Actors in this sub-
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model, is possible to transmit using IEEE802.15.4, and the latter is thus modeled 
as a carrier of the former. To reduce complexity of this example, Addresses are 
omitted in the figure, but included in the prediction described later in the chapter.  
This type of refinement can also be performed for the LocalUtility. This is 
visualized in Figure 6 below; again no Addresses are depicted for the sake of 
increased readability.  
 
A refinement of the LocalUtility introduces two software applications: the Actors 
AMR (Automatic Meter Reader System) and DemandResponseProgram. AMR is 
the application that communicates over the TwoWayWirelessMeshNetwork with 
the EnergyControllingEquipment at the customer. The DemandResponseProgram 
is the software that keeps track of all the customer agreements and, in the end, 
regulates the billing according to consumption. These two Actors communicate 
through a local area network (LAN), modeled as the MPS OfficeLAN. This 
network uses the Language TCP/IP to transmit messages. As already explained, 
the data transmitted to the customer site uses the IEC61968 format, and is the 
format used by the AMR system. The DemandResponseProgram, on the other 
hand, is an in-house developed application that uses the XML-based Language 
LocalUtilityInformationModel for communication.  
 

 
Figure 6 A detailed view of the aggregated actor Local utility 

 

1.3 Identifying interoperability barriers 

With the scenario modeled as described above it is possible to perform 
interoperability predictions using the rule set described in section 4. This 
subsection will give an example of such evaluation regarding language 
compatibility and then propose an improvement to the model in order to mitigate 
the detected problems.  
 
The part of the rule set relating to Languages is described in statement 8 of [5], 
the getAllowedLanguages operation.  
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Context: CommunicationNeed 

def getAllowedLanguages (curr:Actor, next:Actor, m:MPS, 

allowedLang : Set(Language)) : Set(Language) 

 

commonLanguages(curr,next,m,allowedLang) 
->union(translatedLanguages(curr, next, m, 
allowedLang)) 

 
This operation is applied for every pair of Actors separated by one MPS along a 
communication path. The operation take a set of Languages allowed so far along 
the communication path as input, removes languages not possible to use for the 
current section of the path, e.g. not being common to both Actors, (Statement 9),  
 
Context: CommunicationNeed 

def commonLanguages (curr:Actor, next:Actor, m:MPS, 

allowedLang:set(Language)) : set(Language) 

 

allowedLang->select(lang : Language | curr.language 

 ->includes(lang) and  compatibleWithMPS(lang,m) and 

next.language->includes(lang) and  

 getSuperLanguage(lang, Language.allInstances()->reject(true) 

  ->asOrderedSet())->includes(self.referenceLanguage)) 

 
and add new Languages based on Language Translations of the current 
Actors (Statement 10).  
 
Context: CommunicationNeed 

def translatedLanguages (curr:Actor, next:Actor, m:MPS 

allowedLang:Set(Language)) : Set(Language) 

 

curr.language->select( l:Language | l.languageTranslation 

 ->exists(lt : LanguageTranslation | lt.language-

>exists(l2:Language |  

  next.language->includes(l) and 

   allowedLang->includes(l2) and  

  compatibleWithMPS(l,m) and  

  lt.actor->includes(curr) and 

  lt.correct and  

  getSuperLanguage (l, Language.allInstances()->reject(true) 

   ->asOrderedSet())->includes(self.referenceLanguage) and  

  getSuperLanguage (l2, Language.allInstances()->reject(true) 

   ->asOrderedSet())->includes(self.referenceLanguage) 

 ) 

) 
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The new set of allowed Languages is then returned and used as input for the next 
step of the communication path. Applying these rules to the triple consisting of 
the DemandResponseProgram, the AMR system and the OfficeLAN, of Figure 6, it 
is revealed, using statement 9, that the Actors do not share a Language and, 
through statement 10, that there is no Language Translation present to mitigate 
this problem, i.e. there is an interoperability barrier present.  
 

 
Figure 7 A detailed view of the local utility where the MSBizTalk server is implemented to 

provide a translation between two languages 

1.3.1 Improving the architecture  

To overcome this barrier, the local utility acquires an MSBizTalk server, c.f. 
Figure 7. The BizTalk server implements message broker functionality and could 
be used in order to perform a translation of the involved Languages. A 
configured BizTalk server is able to both understand IEC61968 and the 
LocalUtilityInformationModel and, more importantly, perform a translation 
between those two formats, modeled as the Language Translation instance 
LUIM-IEC61968, connected to both Languages and the Actor MSBizTalk in the 
model above.  

1.4 Interoperability prediction 

This subsection will in more detail describe parts of the rule set on the extended 
system in Figure 7. Two groups of rules will be covered, the aforementioned rules 
related to the Languages of Actors and rules related to addressing. With respect 
to languages, statement 8, as described above, is reapplied to this extended 
system. This rule will still reveal that the path going from the 
DemandResponseProgram directly to the AMR system is not viable with respect 
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to the Languages. Different from before, however, a new path, using the 
MSBizTalk as an intermediary Actor, is possible. Starting from the 
DemandResponseProgram, the set of allowed Languages consist of only the 
LocalUtilityInformationModel. When assessing the path to the MSBizTalk server, 
it is found that the LocalUtilityInformationModel is allowed between these two 
Actors, and due to the Language Translation performed by MSBizTalk, the set 
of allowed Languages returned from statement 8 is 
{LocalUtilityInformationModel; IEC61968}. Using this set as input in the step 
from MSBizTalk to AMR, the model show that IEC61968 is still an allowed 
Language, whereas it is no longer possible to use LocalUtilityInformationModel 
and the set is reduced to only containing IEC61968. In assuring the allowed 
Languages, statement 9 also employ additional rules. Firstly, it is ensured that 
Language IEC61968 is capable of expressing the Reference Language, 
LocalUtilityInformationModel, see the superLanguage relationship of Figure 7, 
and secondly, that TCP/IP can carry both the Languages. The solution is thus 
found capable of bridging the language barrier. 
 
Figure 8 covers the view of the local utility from an addressing perspective. The 
Actor instances AMR, Demand Response Program and MsBizTalk are the same as 
the previous model. Since addressing is necessary in this scenario, the Addresses 
of the various Actors need to be modeled. The Addresses are IP addresses as the 
MPS uses TCP/IP. Therefore, all Addresses are related to the Language 
instance IPAddressLanguage, and this Language is the addressing language of 
the OfficeLAN. Addressing is evaluated in the operation addressingSatisfied  
(statement 14), which specifies that the MPS must either be of a type that does 
not require addressing or that an operation called addressable returns true. In the 
example, the MPS does require addressing (indicated by the value false of the 
attribute fixed) and statement 16 therefore proceeds to evaluate the operation 
addressable. Based on the scenario in Figure 8, the Actors AMR and 
DemandResponseProgram have direct knowledge of the MSBizTalk’s Address 
and this Address is expressed in the IPAddressLanguage, a Language valid for 
addressing on the OfficeLAN MPS. These conditions are sufficient for the 
operation addressable to return the value true. In the same manner, the rest of the 
rules are applied on the scenario depicted in Figure 4 through 8.  
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Figure 8 A view illustrating addressing issues at the local utility. 

1.5 Probabilistic Interoperability Prediction 

As described in section 3, there are several reasons for performing a probabilistic 
prediction, rather than the deterministic approach used so far in the example. The 
perhaps most prominent motive is the complex nature of information systems and 
their environment, making perfectly accurate data collection costly if at all 
possible. In this subsection, such probabilistic prediction will be performed on the 
described scenario. For a probabilistic prediction according to [6], the attributes of 
the model will be random variables. Furthermore, every object and relation will 
have an additional Boolean existence attribute, denoting the probability that the 
modeled object or relation is a correct with respect to the real world it is depicting. 
The full list of attribute values, including the existence attributes, can be found in 
Table 1 and 2 below. The following text will describe the uncertainties associated 
with the modeled objects, their relations and attributes.  
 
The prediction formalism allows for uncertainty regarding the existence of objects 
and relations, in the re-design phase described in this scenario, the modeler might 
be uncertain regarding the future implementation. However in the current 
scenario, no such object uncertainty is present. Turning to uncertainty in the 
relations of the modeled scenario, we suppose that the modeler is uncertain 
regarding the correct Address to the MSBizTalk server and whether the 
TwoWayWirelessMeshNetwork uses TCP/IP as its protocol. Furthermore, the 
documentation regarding the EnergyManager is sparse and therefore it cannot be 
fully confirmed that it is able to communicate through a ZigBeeLink nor that it 
implements the IEC61968 DR.  
 
Several object attributes are coupled with uncertainty. Firstly, complete 
availability can not be ensured for neither the EnergyMeter, the ZigBeeLink, nor 
for the AMR system. Furthermore, the EnergyManager, the 
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TwoWayWirelessMeshNetwork and the ZigBeeLink all have small probabilities of 
distorting messages. Finally, the Language Translation LUIM-61968 is not 
completely correct. 
 
All these factors reduce the probability of a successful Communication Need. 
Employing the evaluation approach described in [6], we find that the probability 
of achieving interoperability (i.e. the attribute satisfied of the Communication 
Need setUpNewConnection assuming the value true) becomes 87%, based on the 
attribute values detailed in the tables below. 
 

Table 1 Attribute values for the modeled scenario 

Object	  name	   Attribute	  name	   Value	  

LocalUtilityConceptualModel	  (Language)	   Existence	   {T:1	  F:0}	  

LUCIM<-‐>61968	  (LanguageTranslation)	   correct	   {T:0.999	  F:0,001}	  

	   Existence	   {T:1	  F:0}	  

EnergyControlingEquipment	  (Actor)	   distortsMessage	   {T:0,008	  F:	  0,992	  }	  

	   dropsMessage	   {T:0	  F:1}	  

	   isAvailable	   {T:0,985	  F:0,015}	  

	   Existence	   {T:1	  F:0}	  

TwoWayWirelessMeshNetwork	  (MPS)	   distortsMessage	   {T:0,001	  F:0,999	  }	  

	   dropsMessage	   {T:0	  F:1}	  

	   isAvailable	   {T:1	  F:0}	  

	   Existence	   {T:0,999	  F:0,001}	  

	   fixed	   {T:0	  F:1}	  

LocalUtility	  (Actor)	   distortsMessage	   {T:0	  F:1}	  

	   dropsMessage	   {T:0	  F:1}	  

	   isAvailable	   {T:0,992	  F:0,008}	  

	   Existence	   {T:1	  F:0}	  

TCP/IP	  (Language)	   Existence	   {T:1	  F:0}	  

IEC61968	  (Language)	   Existence	   {T:1	  F:0}	  

IEC61968	  DR	  (Language)	   Existence	   {T:1	  F:0}	  

172.123.123.1	  (Address)	   Existence	   {T:1	  F:0}	  

168.168.168.3	  (Address)	   Existence	   {T:1	  F:0}	  

IP	  (Language)	   Existence	   {T:1	  F:0}	  

EnergyManager	  (Actor)	   distortsMessage	   {T:0,008	  F:	  0,992	  }	  

	   dropsMessage	   {T:0	  F:1}	  
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	   isAvailable	   {T:1	  F:0}	  

	   Existence	   {T:1	  F:0}	  

EnergyMeter	  (Actor)	   distortsMessage	   {T:0	  F:1}	  

	   dropsMessage	   {T:0	  F:1}	  

	   isAvailable	   {T:0,995	  F:0,005}	  

	   Existence	   {T:1	  F:0}	  

ZigBeeLink	  (MPS)	   distortsMessage	   {T:0,008	  F:0,992	  }	  

	   dropsMessage	   {T:0	  F:1}	  

	   isAvailable	   {T:0,99	  F:0,01}	  

	   Existence	   {T:995	  F:0,005}	  

	   fixed	   {T:0	  F:1}	  

IEEE802.15.4-‐2003	  (Language)	   Existence	   {T:1	  F:0}	  

AMR	  (Actor)	   distortsMessage	   {T:0	  F:1}	  

	   dropsMessage	   {T:0	  F:1}	  

	   isAvailable	   {T:0,992	  F:0,008}	  

	   Existence	   {T:1	  F:0}	  

DemandResponseProgram	  (Actor)	   distortsMessage	   {T:0	  F:1}	  

	   dropsMessage	   {T:0	  F:1}	  

	   isAvailable	   {T:1	  F:0}	  

	   Existence	   {T:1	  F:0}	  

OfficeLAN	  (MPS)	   distortsMessage	   {T:0	  F:1}	  

	   dropsMessage	   {T:0	  F:1}	  

	   isAvailable	   {T:1	  F:0}	  

	   Existence	   {T:1	  F:0}	  

	   fixed	   {T:0	  F:1}	  

MSBizTalk	  (Actor)	   distortsMessage	   {T:0	  F:1}	  

	   dropsMessage	   {T:0	  F:1}	  

	   isAvailable	   {T:1	  F:0}	  

	   Existence	   {T:1	  F:0}	  

192.168.1.1	  (Address)	   Existance	   {T:1	  F:0}	  

192.168.1.42	  (Address)	   Existance	   {T:1	  F:0}	  

192.168.1.3	  (Address)	   Existance	   {T:1	  F:0}	  
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Table 2: Existence attribute values for the modeled scenario, where existence 

diverges from {T:1 F:0} 

Objects	   Relationship	   P(Existence)	  

MSBizTalk	  /	  192.168.1.1	   Identifier	   {T:0,995	  F:0,005}	  

TwoWayWirelessMeshNetwork	  /	  

TCP/IP	  

Format	   {T:0,999	  F:0,001}	  

EnergyManager	  /	  ZigBeeLink	   communicationMedium	   {T:0,99	  F:0,01}	  

EnergyManager	  /	  IEC61968	  DR	   Format	   {T:0,999	  F:0,001}	  
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